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Asymptotic normalization coefficients and the 7Be„p,g…

8B astrophysical S factor
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We consider the results of two proton transfer reactions,10B(7Be,8B)9Be and14N(7Be,8B)13C, to obtain a
weighted average of the measured asymptotic normalization coefficients for the virtual transition7Be
1p↔8B. These coefficients specify the amplitude of the tail of the8B overlap function in the7Be1p channel,
and are used to calculate the astrophysicalS factor for the direct capture reaction7Be(p,g)8B at solar energies,
S17(0). In light of recent improvements in the determination of optical-model potentials, including detailed
understanding of the correlations between the DWBA analyses of the two experiments, and a new experimental
measurement of the asymptotic normalization coefficients for the virtual transition13C1p↔14N, we report a
weighted average asymptotic normalization coefficient ofCp3/2

2 50.38860.039 fm21 for 8B ↔7Be1p, which
implies S17(0)517.361.8 eV b.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.63.055803 PACS number~s!: 25.60.Je, 26.65.1t, 26.20.1f, 25.60.Bx
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I. INTRODUCTION

High-energy neutrinos from theb1 decay of 8B, pro-
duced in the7Be(p,g)8B reaction at solar energies ('20
keV!, are the major source, if not all, of the observed neu
nos in existing and planned solar neutrino experime
~Homestake, Kamiokande, Super-Kamiokande, SNO, e!
@1#. The observed deficit of8B neutrinos, when compared t
solar model predictions, has focused much attention on
7Be(p,g)8B reaction rate, which is acknowledged as t
most poorly known rate in the nucleosynthesis chain prod
ing 8B. Thus, the measurement of the7Be(p,g)8B reaction
cross section at solar energies, or alternatively the as
physical factorS17(0), is considered to be of high priority.

To date, six direct measurements of this cross sec
have been performed with quoted uncertainties of less t
10%. However, uncertainties involved in the use of radio
tive 7Be targets, together with extrapolation of theS factor to
relevant energies, have proven challenging in these meas
ments. Each experiment provides a determination ofS17(0)
to ;10%, but two of these results@2,3# are near 25 eV b,
three@4–6# are near 18 eV b, while the most recent measu
ment@7# reports a value near 20 eV b. All of the experimen
that measure excitation functions are consistent with the
dicted energy dependence ofS(E) @8–11#, indicating this
discrepancy is due to unresolved problems in absolute
malizations. The most recent review of solar fusion ra
adopted the valueS17(0)51922

14 eV b @12#, making S17(0)
the most uncertain input for solar model calculations. T
review also emphasized the importance of indirect deter
nations ofS17(0) that are sensitive to different systema
effects from those present in the direct cross-section m
surements. Results from three indirect measurements, b
on Coulomb dissociation of8B, have been reported@13–15#.
However, the values ofS17(0) from these measuremen
cover a broad range, roughly 13.5 to 22.2 eV b. Also,
0556-2813/2001/63~5!/055803~11!/$20.00 63 0558
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reliability of Coulomb dissociation to determine astrophy
cal S factors at stellar energies, to high accuracy, has not
been verified@12#.

At solar energies direct capture processes proceed thro
the tail of the nuclear overlap function@8#, discussed in Sec
II. This is especially applicable to the7Be(p,g)8B reaction,
given the very weakly bound proton in8B. For a fixed bind-
ing energy, at distances larger than the nuclear radius,
shape of this tail is determined by the Coulomb interacti
so the capture rate can be calculated accurately if one kn
the amplitude of the tail. The asymptotic normalization c
efficients ~ANC! for 7Be1p↔8B specify the amplitude of
the tail of the 8B overlap function in the two-body channe
when the7Be core and the proton are separated by a dista
that is large compared to the nuclear radius. At these
tances the overlap function is proportional to a Whittak
function, where the proportionality constant is the ANC. T
ANC can be determined from measurements of nuclear
actions, such as peripheral nucleon transfer, where cross
tions are orders of magnitude larger than the direct cap
reactions themselves. Therefore, it provides a convenient
proach to determine direct captureS factors at very low en-
ergies, including zero energy. In a previous study, this te
nique was tested by comparing directly measuredS factors
for 16O(p,g)17F, for both the 5/21 ground state and the 1/21

first excited state, with those obtained from ANC’s measu
in the peripheral proton transfer reaction16O(3He,d)17F, and
agreement of better than 9% was found@16#. More recently,
good agreement was found in a comparison of the dire
measuredS factor for 12C(n,g)13C* (1/21,3.09 MeV! with
that obtained from the ANC measured in the12C(d,p)13C*
reaction@17#.

An earlier experiment attempted to measure the ANC
for 7Be1p↔8B with the reaction2H(7Be,8B)n @18#; how-
ever, interpretation of that experiment was complicated
uncertainties in the choice of optical-model paramet
@19,20#. We have performed and reported, in two short p
©2001 The American Physical Society03-1
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A. AZHARI et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 63 055803
pers, on two other indirect measurements based on dete
nation of the ANC for 7Be1p↔8B from proton transfer
reactions using a radioactive beam of7Be on 10B @21# and
14N targets@22#, which reported values of 17.862.8 eV b
and 16.661.9 eV b for S17(0), respectively. In the presen
paper we provide a more detailed presentation of the exp
ments and the methods used in obtaining the results. We
focus on obtaining a weighted average of these two meas
ments, taking into account recent improvements in
optical-model potentials@23# used in the distorted-wav
Born approximation~DWBA! analysis and a detailed unde
standing of the correlations between the DWBA analyses
the two experiments in determining the ANC’s.

II. ASYMPTOTIC NORMALIZATION COEFFICIENTS

Transfer reactions have been utilized extensively to
tract spectroscopic factors. The analysis for these react
has typically been carried out within the DWBA framewor
It is known that the extracted spectroscopic factors often
strongly dependent on the geometric parameters of
Woods-Saxon potentials used to calculate the bound-s
wave functions. For peripheral transfer reactions,
asymptotic normalization coefficient is another fundamen
nuclear parameter that can be extracted, which is much
parameter dependent than the spectroscopic factor. Pres
here is a short introduction to ANC’s; a more detailed d
cussion can be found in Ref.@24#.

Consider the transfer reaction

X1A→Y1B, ~1!

whereX5Y1a, B5A1a, anda is the transferred particle
or cluster. The DWBA amplitude for this reaction is given b

M5(
Ma

^x f
(2)I Aa

B ~rAa!uDVuI Ya
X ~rYa!x i

(1)&. ~2!

Here,x i
(1) andx f

(2) are the distorted waves in the initial an
final channels, respectively,DV is the transition operator
and the sum is taken over the spin projectionsMa . I bg

a (rbg)
is the overlap function for the bound statea5(bg), which
includes radial and angular dependences. Usually the ra
overlap function is approximated by a model wave funct
of the bound-statea5(bg) written as

I bg l a j a
a ~r bg!5Sbg l a j a

1/2 wna l a j a
~r bg!. ~3!

Here wna l a j a
(r bg) is the bound state wave function of th

relative motion ofb andg andSbg l a j a
is the spectroscopic

factor of the configuration (bg) with quantum numbersl a
and j a in nucleusa.

Given this standard substitution for the overlap functio
the conventional DWBA cross section is parametrized
terms of the spectroscopic factors of the initial and final n
clei and can be written as

ds

dV
5 (

l Bj Bl Xj X

SAalBj B
SYalXj X

s l Bj Bl Xj X

DW , ~4!
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wheres l Bj Bl Xj X

DW is the reduced DWBA cross section that co

responds to the amplitude, Eq.~2!, with overlap function
given in Eq.~3!, whereSbg l a j a

51. However, in the case o
peripheral transfer, the strong dependence of this redu
DWBA cross section on the geometric parametersr 0 ,a of
the bound state Woods-Saxon potentials is a large sourc
uncertainty in the determination of the spectroscopic facto
Also, the spectroscopic factor is defined mainly by the b
havior of the overlap function in the nuclear interior. Ther
fore, the parametrization of the DWBA cross section in ter
of the spectroscopic factor for a peripheral reaction is
ideal. An alternative parametrization is the asymptotic n
malization coefficientCbg l a j a

a , which defines the amplitude

of the tail of the overlap functionI bg l a j a
a :

I bg l a j a
a ~r bg! →

rbg.RN

Cbg l a j a
a

W2ha ,l a11/2~2kbgr bg!

r bg
, ~5!

whereRN is the nuclear interaction radius betweenb andg,
W2ha ,l a11/2(2kbgr bg) is the Whittaker function describing
the asymptotic behavior of the bound-state wave function
two charged particles,kbg5A2mbg«bg is the wave number
of the bound statea5(bg), mbg is the reduced mass o
particlesb and g, andha5ZbZgmbg /kbg is the Coulomb
parameter of the bound state (bg). The asymptotic behavio
of the bound-state wave function has a similar form:

wna l a j a
~r bg! →

r bg.RN

bbg l a j a

W2ha ,l a11/2
~2kbgr bg!

r bg
, ~6!

wherebbg l a j a
is the single-particle ANC defining the ampl

tude of the tail of the bound-state wave function at larger bg .
Equations~3!, ~5!, and~6! imply

~Cbg l a j a
a !25Sbg l a j a

bbg l a j a
2 . ~7!

Equation~7! is the key to a significant reduction of th
dependence of the experimental results on the geometric
rametersr 0 ,a of the bound-state Woods-Saxon potentia
The conventional DWBA analysis can be modified to ta
Eq. ~7! into account by substituting this condition into E
~4! to obtain

ds

dV
5 (

l Bj Bl Xj X

~CAalBj B

B !2~CYalXj X

X !2Rl Bj Bl Xj X
, ~8!

where we have definedR as

Rl Bj Bl Xj X
5

s l Bj Bl Xj X

DW

bAalBj B

2 bYalXj X

2
. ~9!

R is practically insensitive to the bound-state potential p
rameters for peripheral reactions. Thus, the introduction
condition ~7! guarantees the correct absolute normalizat
of the peripheral reaction cross section.

The ANC for A1a↔B, determined from a fit to periph
eral transfer reaction data with Eq.~8!, can then be used to
3-2
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ASYMPTOTIC NORMALIZATION COEFFICIENTS AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C63 055803
calculate the cross section for the direct radiative cap
reactionA1a→B1g at astrophysical energies. The dire
capture amplitude is given by

MDC5l^I Aa
B ~rAa!uÔuc i

1~rAa!&, ~10!

wherel is a kinematic factor,I Aa
B is the same overlap func

tion that entered the DWBA amplitude for the periphe
transfer reaction,Ô is the electromagnetic transition oper
tor, andc i

1 is the scattering wave function in the initial stat
Note that Eq.~10! holds only for peripheral capture rea
tions. For a peripheral capture reaction at low energies,
incident scattering wave may be approximated by a p
Coulomb wave@8,16# and the overlap function may be re
placed by its asymptotic form, Eq.~5!. Thus, in this case, the
direct capture rate is proportional to the square of the AN
CAa

B .
For the specific case of7Be(p,g)8B, the numerical rela-

tionship betweenS17(0) and the8B ANC’s was derived in
Ref. @8#, which found

S17~0!5
38.6 eV b

fm21
@~Cp3/2

8B !21~Cp1/2

8B !2#. ~11!

Alternative calculations that agree with this relation to with
2% may be found in Refs.@25,26#.

Using the above analysis, the ANC, and hence the as
physical S factor, can be determined from proton trans
reactions, with 7Be as beam or target, at relatively larg
laboratory energies provided the transfer is peripheral.
course, the technique described above can be genera
Given the availability of radioactive beams, the ANC f
radioactive systems can be obtained from transfer react
using stable targets that have relatively large cross secti

III. RADIOACTIVE BEAM PRODUCTION

In order to utilize the advantages of the ANC method, i
imperative that high intensity and high purity radioacti
beams are available. At the Cyclotron Institute at Tex
A&M University, radioactive beams are produced usi
transfer or fusion-evaporation reactions induced by a prim
beam from the K500 superconducting cyclotron on a cr
genic gas target. The gas is contained in a 9-cm long cy
drical cell, placed in vacuum, with Havar windows. Th
thickness of the Havar foil can be varied to accommoda
range of beam energies and gas pressures. The gas c
cooled with liquid nitrogen to obtain higher density at low
pressures, thus increasing the radioactive beam yield w
minimizing the thickness of Havar needed. Degrader fo
can be placed in front of the cell to degrade the prim
beam energy. Similarly, foils can be placed behind the
cell to further degrade the energy of the radioactive be
and to increase the charge state for highZ atoms.

Separation of radioactive beams is achieved using
Momentum Achromat Recoil Spectrometer~MARS! @27,28#
shown in Fig. 1. MARS was designed for operation ove
broad energy range with good mass resolution and high
ficiency. Production of radioactive beams is achieved at
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making use of inverse kinematics to increase particle yield
the focal plane. The optics of MARS were designed to ha
two dispersive planes. The first, which occurs right after
dipole magnetD1, provides ap/q dispersion in the horizon-
tal direction with a maximum momentum dispersion at t
entrance to the quadrupole magnetQ3. Momentum selection
is achieved using horizontal slits~SL2! placed at a horizonta
crossover of the beam in front ofQ3. A Faraday cup is also
positioned in front ofQ3 to stop the primary beam an
monitor its intensity. The quadrupole magnetsQ1, Q2, and
Q3 along with the dipole magnetsD1 andD2 provide ach-
romatic, nearly parallel transport of the radioactive beam i
the velocity filter, where the beam is dispersed vertica
The dipoleD3 is dispersion matched to the velocity filte
such that it bends the beam up vertically, and together w
quadrupolesQ4 and Q5 provides a first orderM /q mass
focus at the MARS focal plane.

Several recent improvements to MARS were imp
mented to improve the final purity and emittance of the
dioactive beam. Horizontal and vertical slits~SL1! were
placed directly behind the gas cell to adjust the angular
ceptance into MARS. This helps to reduce the amount
beam halo at the focal plane, improving the final beam ima
by reducing the effects of higher-order aberrations t
couple tou andf. Slits SL3 were added to reduce impuritie
due to scattering of lower velocity background beams fr
the bottom plate of the velocity filter. At the exit ofQ5, the
final magnetic element in MARS, two more sets ofx2y slits
were placed, shown as SL4 and SL5 in Fig. 1. TheM /q
dispersion at the focal plane allows the use of the vert
components of SL5 to block impurities. Meanwhile SL4 a
SL5 can be used to collimate the radioactive beam to o
mize the beam-spot size and to fix the emittance on the
ondary target.

Early radioactive beam experiments with MARS, inclu
ing the 10B(7Be,8B)9Be experiment, exhibited a larger bea
spot on the secondary target than anticipated from op
calculations. The sextupoleS2 was originally configured to
correct for second-order optical aberrations due primarily
dipole D3. However, a sextupole contribution from the d
pole magnet in the Wien filter was found to be considera
larger than other second-order aberrations. This problem
corrected by rotating the sextupoleS2 by 90°. Figure 2
shows a comparison of horizontal and vertical properties
the beam spots obtained before and after the sextupole
rection for the10B and 14N experiments, respectively. Th
overall effect of this modification was a tighter, more sym
metric beam spot. In the case of the7Be radioactive beam
the beam spot was reduced from 336 mm2 ~horizontal vs

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the Momentum Achromat Rec
Spectrometer~MARS!.
3-3
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A. AZHARI et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 63 055803
vertical!, in the 10B(7Be,8B)9Be experiment, to 2.5
33.6 mm2 for the 14N(7Be,8B)13C experiment, all mea-
sured at full widths at half maxima.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

A 7Be radioactive beam was produced via the react
1H(7Li, 7Be)n using a 135 MeV7Li12 primary beam on the
LN2-cooled gas cell. The cell contained H2 gas at slightly
over 1 atm, to avoid any contamination from diffusion of a
into the cell, corresponding to a target thickness
'3.6 mg/cm2. Entrance and exit windows were made
Havar with a thickness of 42 mg/cm2. A 69 mg/cm2 Al de-
grader was placed in front of the gas cell to reduce the7Li
beam energy, providing an 85 MeV radioactive beam of7Be
at the focal plane of MARS.

A 535 cm2, 1000mm thick, two-dimensional position
sensitive Si strip detector, shown in Fig. 3, was mounted
the target ladder and used for beam studies. This dete
consisted of 16 independent resistive strips on the front a
common back plane readout. The horizontal position w
determined from the strip number, while the vertical positi
was reconstructed from the charge division along the re
tive strips. Total energy lost in the detector was determin
from the back plane. Only 6 to 8 of the central strips of th
detector were used due to the small size of the beam spo
this configuration, particle identification was based on
correlation between the vertical position, which is depend
on the mass to charge ratio of the particle, and the t
energy. In an alternate configuration, the above detector
replaced by a telescope consisting of a 100-mm silicon strip

FIG. 2. Horizontal~upper panel! and vertical~lower panel! dis-
tributions of the7Be radioactive beam spot on target for the10B
experiment, and for the14N experiment, after 90° rotation of sex
tupoleS2.
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detector, backed by a 1000-mm 535 cm2 Si detector. In
this telescope configuration, particle identification was
complished by plotting particle energy against its positi
and/or energy loss against energy. Once particle identifi
tion was achieved, slits SL4 and SL5 were adjusted to bl
impurities. A purity of better than 99.4% was achieved, w
a particles as the primary contaminants. Figure 4 shows
energy spectrum of particles at the target position. Thea
particles are indicated on the figure.

The energy spread of the beam was restricted to 1.6 M
full width ~FW! using the slits SL2 shown in Fig. 1. Beam
emittance was optimized using the slits SL4 and SL5 in c
junction with each other to physically restrict beam dime
sions. The angular profile of the beam was measured by c
ing SL4 to 535 mm2 and scanning across the bea
distribution.

Another crucial function of the target detector was t
measurement of the radioactive beam rate. A Faraday
located in the same chamber as the momentum slits~SL2!, is
used to stop the primary beam. The current measured in
Faraday cup can be calibrated against the target detect
indicate the number of radioactive beam particles seen a

FIG. 3. Target and detector configuration for the10B experi-
ment, upper panel, and the14N experiment, lower panel. Mass dis
persion occurs in the vertical direction.

FIG. 4. Energy distribution of7Be radioactive beam on targe
detector. Also indicated is the 0.6%a impurity.
3-4
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TABLE I. 7Be beam properties.

10B target 14N target

7Li intensity 60 enA 150 enA
7Be on target 50 kHz 80 kHz
Beam spot size (H3V) 336 mm FWHM 2.533.6 mm FWHM
Angular spread (H3V) 4°31.6° FW 1.8°30.6° FW
Energy spread 1.6 MeV FW 1.6 MeV FW
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target position, allowing the measurement of the total nu
ber of radioactive beam particles by monitoring the Fara
cup. Periodic recalibration of the Faraday cup was mad
check for any rate variations due to drifts in magnetic fie
or beam heating of the H2 gas in the cell. The rate variatio
was found to be less than 3% throughout both experime
A list of beam properties for each experiment is presente
Table I. Taking advantage of the higher primary beam c
rent and the modifications made to sextupoleS2, the slits
SL4 and SL5 were narrowed for the14N experiment. This
improved the beam emittance considerably and explains
apparent inconsistency between the ratio of primary beam
secondary beam intensities in each experiment in Table

The target and detector assemblies were placed at th
cal plane of MARS as shown in Fig. 3. Both elastically sc
tered 7Be particles and proton transfer reaction produ
were observed simultaneously by two reaction telesco
Each telescope consisted of a 535 cm2, 105 mm thick Si
DE detector, similar in orientation and readout to the tar
ladder detector, backed by a 1000mm thick SiE detector. In
order to minimize thermal noise in the detectors, the reac
telescopes were cooled to210° C by pumping refrigerated
ethylene glycol through the detector housing assembly. P
ticle identification was achieved from theDE2Etotal infor-
mation. A sample identification spectrum is shown in Fig.
where good separation between different isotopes
achieved. Monte Carlo simulations, described in detail
Sec. V, were used to optimize the detector geometry
maximum geometric efficiency while minimizing physic
damage from the7Be beam.

A prominent feature in Fig. 4 is the;1% low energy tail
of the 7Be beam. This is primarily due to7Be beam particles
that slit scatter at SL2 but remain within the normal acc
tance of MARS. This was verified by observing the relati
yields in the7Be full-energy peak and low-energy tail as th
width of SL2 was adjusted. Beam halo particles that sca
from the edge of the target ladder are a source of backgro
in the energy spectra. Therefore, a blank target frame
inserted in the target position and the fraction of the7Be
beam in the halo was measured to be 2.731025 and 1.3
31024 for the 10B and 14N target experiments, respectivel
This contribution was reduced by almost a factor of 2
imposing a software gate on the elastically scattered7Be’s in
the DE2Etotal spectra of each detector. No background8B
events were observed off the blank target.

The self-supported10B target was produced by drying
slurry containing granules of enriched10B in a varnish on a
Ta substrate. Distilled water was used to remove the laye
10B from the Ta. Based on auxiliary reaction studies, the10B
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target was found to contain 77%10B, with 1H, 11B, 12C, and
16O as contaminants. The14N target consisted of evaporate
melamine (C3N6H6) supported by a 20mg/cm2 layer of C
and a 20mg/cm2 layer of collodion. Target properties suc
as thickness and uniformity were verified using the radio
tive 7Be beam directly. The reaction telescopes were use
detect beam particles with and without the target. The res
ant energy-loss measurement was then compared to re
from the computer codeSRIM @29#. The average thicknesse
of the targets were 1.96 mg/cm2 and 1.50 mg/cm2 for the
10B and 14N targets, respectively. Instead of using simp
Gaussian fits, a Monte Carlo simulation was written spec
cally to analyze the energy spectra. The energy shift, du
average target thickness, along with the broadening of
energy spectrum, was simulated to obtain the nonuniform
and straggling to within a few percent, the inherent accur
of the codeSRIM. Although the uniformity of the14N target
was found to be better than 7%, the10B was found to have a
significant thickness variation of up to 1.3 mg/cm2 due to
the grain size used in the slurry. However, the uncertainty
the final result, due to this nonuniformity, is minimal sinc
all beam parameters, except intensity, were kept the s
during the test measurements as they were during the a
data collection. Overall, the absolute normalizations of

FIG. 5. Particle identification plot of energy loss versus to
energy.
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cross sections were determined to 6.4% and 5.0% for the10B
and 14N targets, respectively.

The detector signals were processed using standard
log electronics and CAMAC modules, with a VME contro
ler. Data were recorded and analyzed on-line using the c
XSYS @30#. Due to the small event rate, shown in Table
data were written directly on disk for off-line analysis.

Position calibration of theDE detectors was accom
plished using a specially constructed mask consisting of
horizontal 1-mm slits at 8-mm intervals for each detector.
the final configuration, this mask was mounted on the de
tor housing assembly, at a distance of about 1 mm from
surface of the detector. Botha particles from a228Th source
and the 7Be radioactive beam were used to illuminate t
slits, providing two different particles to determine an
verify the position calibration parameters.

The a source and7Be beam were also used to obta
energy calibrations for both theDE andE detectors. Due to
the small energy of thea particles, compared to that of th
beam, the energy calibration obtained for theE detectors
were refined further using the methods described in the n
section.

V. DATA ANALYSIS AND SIMULATION

The position and energy information from the detec
telescopes were used to perform a kinematic reconstruc
of the reaction and to obtain theQ-value spectra for both
elastic and transfer reactions. Although most observa
such as distances and angles were physically measured i
laboratory, refinement of these measurements, including
ergy calibrations, were performed utilizing the data even
The large sensitivity of theQ value on experimental observ
ables was exploited to optimize the setup parameters
their respective uncertainties. Position gates were applie
the software to divide each reaction telescope into sev
regions, andQ-value spectra for elastic and transfer reactio
were created for each region. TheQ values for these reac
tions are well known, allowing a minimization process to
applied to obtain the optimum setup parameters and t
uncertainties. This method is especially useful when app
to elastically scattered particles due to the large statistics
high sensitivity of the distribution across the detector surf
to beam and detector parameters. These optimized va
were then used in the experimental kinematic reconstruc
and also as input parameters for the Monte Carlo sim
tions.

A detailed Monte Carlo simulation code was written sp
cifically for the experimental setup described in Sec. IV. T
code was written to include three main effects: beam pr
erties, target effects, and detection mechanisms.

Simulation of the beam required two main sets of para
eters, physical characteristics and energy distribution, wh
were obtained during the experiment. The beam trajec
and emittance were measured during the slit scans. The
jectory was approximated by a central vector with an app
priate distribution describing the spread around it match
the beam-spot size and location on the target detector.
magnetic fields in the dipole elementsD1 and D2, calcu-
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lated from current settings, were used to calculate the rigid
of the transmitted particles, and thus, the mean beam ene
The momentum spread was then calculated from the ope
in slit SL2 and verified by the beam studies detector.

Target effects included the energy loss of the7Be par-
ticles entering the target, interaction of the beam with
target ~i.e., elastic scattering or transfer reaction!, and the
energy loss of the exiting particle. Stopping power calcu
tions, using the codeSRIM, were performed to obtain the
mean energy loss per mg/cm2 of target material as a function
of particle energy for both beam particles and reaction pr
ucts. Fit parameters relating the energy loss to particle
ergy were obtained from these calculations and included
the simulation. Thus, the simulation could calculate the c
rect energy loss for the appropriate particle as a function
particle energy and path of travel through the target med
both before and after the reaction. Straggling effects, a
calculated usingSRIM, were much smaller than the inhere
resolutions and, thus, were neglected. The thickness va
tion of the targets, especially important in the case of the10B
target, also contributes to target effects and was incorpor
in the simulation code. Differential cross sections for t
elastic scattering and transfer reactions were obtained u
the methods described in the following sections and inpu
the simulations. These cross sections were used to simu
the scattering angle in the center of mass, which was t
converted to the laboratory frame using relativistic kinem
ics. Accounting for energy losses in the target, a final m
mentum vector was obtained which defined the velocity a
direction of the particle exiting the target. Effects due
multiple scattering were ignored since this contribution
negligible compared to uncertainties in absolute normali
tion.

The detector geometry was incorporated based on par
eters describing the detector that were read from an in
file. The primary geometric parameters for the detector
sembly, shown in Fig. 3, were distance from target, dista
from beam axis, detector angle, and offset in the horizon
plane relative to the beam. Total-energy resolution and p
tion resolution were also included in the detection simu
tion. This allowed us to obtain the experimental observab
i.e. position and energy, convoluted with experimental re
lutions and efficiencies, and to employ the same experim
tal analysis routines to reconstruct angular distributions
Q-value spectra.

With the Monte Carlo simulation parameters calibrate
detector solid angles can be determined as a function of s
tering angle, including all experimental resolutions. This w
achieved by inputting a flat angular distribution into th
simulation using the experimental set of simulation para
eters. By extracting the experimental cross section as a fu
tion of the scattering angle, using the same angular bins a
the simulation, the experimental differential cross sect
can be obtained and compared with theoretical calculatio

VI. OPTICAL-MODEL POTENTIALS

Optical-model parameters are typically obtained from
to elastic-scattering angular distributions. However, a prec
3-6
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ASYMPTOTIC NORMALIZATION COEFFICIENTS AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C63 055803
determination of the elastic-scattering angular distribution
not always possible, especially for radioactive beams. Th
fore, a search for optical-model potentials to describe ela
scattering and transfer reactions involving loosely bou
stable and radioactivep-shell nuclei, was performed@23#.
The elastic-scattering angular distributions of7Be were pre-
dicted using optical-model parameters obtained from dou
folding model calculations convoluting Hartree-Fock dens
distributions with the effective interaction of Jeukenne, L
jeune, and Mahaux@31#. The folded potentials were reno
malized to match the systematics observed in the elastic s
tering of p-shell nuclei around 10 MeV/nucleon—includin
7Li19Be ~at two energies!, 7Li113C ~at two energies!,
10B19Be @24#, 13C19Be, and 14N113C @32#. Thus, seven
angular distributions were measured to obtain the renorm
ization factors needed to fit elastic scattering in this m
region. The renormalization factors are found to be nea
independent of the colliding system, minimizing the unc
tainties due to the choice of optical potentials.

In a previous calculation, the uncertainties in assess
the depths of the potentials in the entrance and exit chan
for the 10B(7Be,8B)9Be reaction were treated as totally co
related, resulting in an overall uncertainty of 10%@21#. A
more detailed study of this uncertainty was performed
cently@23#. In order to estimate the uncertainty in the ANC
due to the optical-model potentials, we use the standard
viations of the renormalization coefficients from the foldin
model fits, which provide a good measure of the sensitiv
in the determination of the real and imaginary poten
wells. By the choice of the systems considered above,
span a good range ofp-shell nuclei, averaging propertie
similar to those of radioactive ones. The standard deviati
around the average value of the renormalization coefficie
were used to evaluate the uncertainty in extracting
ANC’s, which arise through the DWBA calculations of th
transfer reaction cross section. The potential depths w
varied over a 1s range of deviations of the renormalizatio
coefficients for the real and imaginary parts independentl
the entrance and exit channels. The resulting variations w
then added in quadrature to estimate the relative uncerta
in the DWBA calculations. With this procedure an 8.1% u
certainty in the calculated transfer cross sections, due to
DWBA, was obtained. Note that in varying the depths of t
potentials in the entrance and exit channels separately fo
same reaction, the uncertainties are treated as uncorre
between the channels involving7Be and 8B, respectively.
However, the uncertainties between the two different re
tions remain correlated through the use of the same pr
dure and of the same average values for the renormaliza
coefficients.

Optical potentials for the elastic scattering of the7Be
beam were obtained, using the above recipe, for the10B and
melamine targets, including all contaminants and com
nents. These were then used to calculate the differential c
section for the elastic scattering. Differential cross secti
were calculated for the elastic scattering of7Be on H, B, C,
N, and O. These angular distributions were used to simu
theQ-value spectra for the elastic scattering. Figure 6 sho
comparisons, not fits, of the simulatedQ-value spectra to the
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data for the elastic scattering of7Be on the10B target, upper
panel, and the melamine target, lower panel. Also shown
the separate contributions from the various component
each target, where the relative normalization was fixed to
actual abundances of each atomic species, and the abs
normalization was calculated from measured beam inten
and target density. The contributions from inelastic scat
ing were not included in the simulations, which accounts
the slight excess of data at about22 MeV. However, this is
a minor effect and good agreement is obtained to well
yond the energy region of interest.

By using a flat angular distribution in the Monte-Car
simulation, the solid angle was obtained for each elas
scattering data bin using the kinematics for10B and 14N for
the two targets. Elastic scatterings from contaminants w
analyzed assuming scattering from the target nuclei si
they could not be distinguished in the experiment. The sim
lated solid angles were then summed to obtain a total ang
distribution for each target. This procedure yielded a to
theoretical elastic-scattering angular distribution smooth
by all experimental resolutions, contained within the sim
lated solid angles. Figure 7 shows comparisons, not fits
the angular distributions obtained for elastic scattering
7Be on the10B target~including impurities of12C and 16O)
@21#, upper panel, and on the14N target~including impurities
of 12C and 1H) @22#, lower panel, to distributions calculate
using the above prescription. Contributions to the angu
distribution from inelastic scattering and the scattering off
hydrogen in the targets was minimized by setting a low
limit of 21.4 MeV and21.2 MeV on theQ value for 10B
and 14N targets, respectively, in both the data and simu
tions. There is good agreement, especially since the calc
tions do not include contributions from inelastic scatteri
populating the7Be first excited state, which is not resolve

FIG. 6. Q-value spectra for the elastic scattering of7Be on the
boron, upper panel, and melamine, lower panel, targets. The s
line is a sum of contributions from all nuclei present in each targ
3-7
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A. AZHARI et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 63 055803
from the elastic scattering. High-resolution elastic-scatter
studies in this energy region involving7Li projectiles @23#
imply that these excited states should contribute less t
15% of the total yield observed near the elastic-scatte
minima, and less than 1% at the maxima. This explains
larger yield observed in the minima of the data relative to
predicted cross section. Away from the minima, the ratios
predicted cross sections to data vary from unity by an av
age of less than 3%, well within the overall normalizati
uncertainty in our measured cross sections.

VII. ANC AND S17„0…

The ANC specifies the amplitude of the tail of the overl
function in the two-body channel when the core and the p
ton are farther apart than the nuclear radius. For periph
transfer reactions ANC’s are extracted from the measu
cross section by comparison to a DWBA calculation. In t
10B(7Be,8B)9Be(g.s.) reaction, thep3/2 proton in the ground
state of 10B transfers to either thep1/2 or p3/2 orbitals con-
stituting the ground state of8B. The experimental cross sec
tion for this transfer is given by@21#

ds

dV
5

~C
10B !2

~b
10B !2

F ~Cp3/2

8B !2

~bp3/2

8B !2
sp3/2

DWBA1
~Cp1/2

8B !2

~bp1/2

8B !2
sp1/2

DWBAG .

~12!

The experimental cross section for the14N(7Be,8B)13C(g.s.)
reaction is similar to Eq.~12!, except there are four term
arising from the transfer of the proton in the ground state
14N occupying either ap1/2 or a p3/2 orbital @22#. As evident
from Eq. ~12!, calculation of the ANC’s for8B requires the

FIG. 7. Observed7Be elastic-scattering angular distributions f
10B and 14N targets, shown as solid circles. The dashed curves
the predicted angular distributions, summed over all target nu
while the solid curves show the same distributions corrected
finite angular resolution.
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ANC’s for the complementary vertices. They have been
ported as Cp3/2

2 (10B)54.9160.37 fm21 @23,24#, from a

study of the 9Be(10B,9Be)10B, Cp1/2

2 (14N)518.260.9

fm21 and Cp3/2

2 (14N)50.9160.14 fm21 from complemen-

tary studies of the13C(14N,13C)14N @32# and 13C(3He,d)14N
@33# reactions. DWBA calculations were carried out with th
finite-range codePTOLEMY @34#, using the full transition op-
erator. In each case, the distorted waves for the entra
channel were calculated with the folding model optical p
tential used in the elastic-scattering calculations above, w
the exit channel optical potentials were derived from a sim
lar folding model calculation.

Since ANC’s were extracted from the angular distrib
tions, checks were made for both transfer reactions use
the experiments to insure that they were peripheral. T
S-matrix was calculated to verify the peripheral nature of t
reactions. Figure 8 shows the results of this calculation a
function of the separation distance between the two collid
nuclei, obtained from the semiclassical relationship betw
angular momentum and distance. The maxima in these
culations occur at 5.2 fm and 5.8 fm for the7Be110B and
7Be114N reactions, respectively. For both cases, these
tances are larger than the sum of the radii, 4.9 fm and 5.2
respectively, indicating that the reactions are inde
peripheral.

Although theS-matrix calculations are a good indicatio

re
i,
r

FIG. 8. S-matrix calculations for the transfer reactions as a fun
tion of separation distance. Calculations were performed for sev
values of (LX ,D l ), where LX[ lPro jecti le2 lTarget and D l[LExit

2LEntrance.
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of the peripheral character of a transfer reaction, they do
indicate the sensitivity of the ANC to the parameters of
DWBA calculations. Therefore, a more refined test
needed. The most stringent test of sensitivity is obtained
observing the stability of the extracted ANC when varyi
the parameters of the single-particle Woods-Saxon pote
wells. Figure 9 shows a comparison of the inferred spec
scopic factor and ANC for the dominantp3/2 orbital in 8B as
a function of the single-particle ANC,b, for both transfer
reactions considered in this paper. These values were
tained by varying the single-particle Woods-Saxon well p
rametersr 0 anda within a realistic range of values, 1–1.3 fm
and 0.5–0.7 fm, respectively. As evident from Fig. 9, t
values obtained for the calculated spectroscopic factor co
a range 4 to 6 times larger than the ANC.

Angular distributions predicted from DWBA calculation
were obtained for the reactions10B(7Be,8B)9Be and
14N(7Be,8B)13C using optical-model potentials found by th
prescription discussed in Sec. VI. These DWBA cross s
tions were input to the Monte Carlo simulation using t
same experimental input parameters that provided exce
fits to the elastic scattering. Figure 10 shows fits of the an
integratedQ-value spectra for the outgoing8B nuclei with
simulations of the transfer reactions for both targets. In
case of the10B target, contributions from the second excit
state of 9Be and 16O contamination in the target were als
simulated and included in the summed spectra since th
contributions could not be separated from the ground-s
transfer due to experimental energy resolution. A three
rameterx2 minimization was used to provide the best fit
the measuredQ-value spectrum over the range24 MeV
.Q.212 MeV. Figure 10 also shows8B yield beyond
212 MeV, for the 10B target, from population of highe

FIG. 9. Comparison of variation of calculated spectroscopic f
tors ~triangles, left axis! and the ANC’s~circles, right axis!, ob-
tained for different values of well radius and diffusivity for eac
target.
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excited states in9Be and reactions off the12C in the target.
These states were not included in theQ-value fit as they have
a negligible impact on the normalization of the cross secti
of interest. Using the measured target thickness, the abso
number of 7Be beam particles, and the normalization fro
Q-value fits, the total experimental cross sections for po
lating the 9Be and 13C ground states were calculated to
1.4060.13 mb and 1.13160.066 mb, respectively.

The calculated DWBA angular distributions were al
compared to the data, shown in Fig. 11, using the same
malization factors obtained from theQ-value fits. In the case
of the 10B(7Be,8B)9Be reaction, contributions to the angula
distribution from excited states and contaminants in the10B
target were minimized by considering events withQ.
27.5 MeV for data analysis and simulations.

The predicted angular distributions in Fig. 11 assume
proton transfer occurs as a direct, one-step process. In o
to estimate the impact of possible multistep effects on
extracted ANC’s, we have performed coupled-chann
Born-approximation calculations of the10B( 7Be,8B)9Be re-
action with the codeFRESCO @35#. We chose this reaction
since 9Be and 10B, being located in the middle of the 1p
shell, are significantly deformed. In addition to the grou
states of9Be and10B, the calculation included the 5/22 and
7/22 states of9Be at 2.43 and 6.76 MeV and the 41 state in
10B at 6.03 MeV. Spectroscopic amplitudes for the vario
proton transfers and deformation parameters for the inela
excitations were taken from Ref.@36#. For the latter, we
adopted the larger of the two sets of deformation parame
in Ref. @36# in order to obtain an upper limit on the expecte
effects. These calculations show that the predicted sm
angle10B(7Be,8B)9Be cross section changes by less than
when the coupled channels are included, and the largest

-
FIG. 10. Q-value spectra of the outgoing8B nuclei. The solid

curves are Monte Carlo simulations normalized to the data. A
shown are the different components used to fit theQ-value spec-
trum obtained for the10B target.
3-9
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dicted deviation over the angular range for which we ha
good statistics is approximately 20%. If we fit our measu
angular distribution with the coupled-channels predictio
the extracted7Be1p↔8B ANC’s change by 3.5%. Further
reducing one of the spectroscopic amplitudes by a factor
yield ANC’s from the coupled-channels prediction that ag
with the DWBA results to within 0.5%. From this, we con
clude that the impact of multistep effects on the measu
ANC’s is small. We have included a 3% contribution to t
uncertainties to account for this effect. A more detailed
vestigation of coupled-channel effects, including chan
coupling in the 7Be – 8B system and a full study o
14N(7Be,8B)13C, will be the subject of a future publication

The relation between ANC’s and cross sections, i.e.,
~12! and its equivalent equation for14N, can be used to ex
tract the ANC’s for 8B. However, individual contributions
from thep3/2 andp1/2 orbitals in the ground state of8B could
not be disentangled to determine the ANCCp1/2

2 . Therefore,

microscopic calculations were employed to determine the
tio Cp1/2

2 /Cp3/2

2 to be 0.157@37#, resulting inCp3/2

2 values for

the 7Be1p↔8B reaction of 0.41060.055 fm21 and 0.379
60.042 fm21 for the 10B and 14N targets, respectively
Equation~1! was then applied using these ANC’s to obta
S17(0)518.462.5 eV b andS17(0)516.961.9 eV b for the
10B(7Be,8B)9Be and 14N(7Be,8B)13C reactions, respec
tively.

In order to obtain a weighted average of the two values
S17(0) reported above, a detailed consideration of all degr
of correlation within the uncertainties of the two values w

FIG. 11. Fit of the measured transfer reaction angular distri
tions. The dashed lines were obtained from DWBA calculations
the individual proton orbital angular momentum transfers. Th
were summed to obtain the total predicted angular distributi
~solid!, normalized to the total cross sections inferred from
Q-value fits in Fig. 10. All curves have been corrected for fin
angular resolution.
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undertaken. No correlation in the statistical uncertainties
expected since the two experiments were performed inde
dently. Similarly, the Monte Carlo simulation paramete
were calibrated to the elastic-scattering data individually
each experiment, hence, uncertainties due to the choic
simulation parameters were independent for each experim
and no correlations should exist. However, the choice
optical-model parameters for the elastic scattering and
turn, for the transfer reactions was derived using the sa
methods described in Sec. VI. Therefore, a 100% correla
for the uncertainties in the DWBA calculations was adopt
A detailed account of the uncertainties in each experimen
presented in Table II. Including the 100% correlation in t
optical-model calculations into the averaging process, we
tain weighted average values ofCp3/2

2 50.38860.039 fm21

and S17(0)517.361.8 eV b. Figure 12 presents a chron
logical compilation of reported value forS17(0), including
direct reactions, Coulomb dissociations, and ANC metho
As can be seen in this figure, our result forS17(0) is in good
agreement with the current adopted value ofS17(0)51922

14

eV b @12#. Furthermore, it is consistent with the most r
cently reported values ofS17(0) from both direct reaction@7#
and Coulomb dissociation@15# experiments.

TABLE II. Contributions to the uncertainties inS17(0).

10B(7Be,8B)9Be 14N(7Be,8B)13C

Statistical 3.9% 2.5%
Monte Carlo 2.4% 1.4%
Absolute normalization 6.4% 5.0%
ANC of second vertex 7.6% 4.9%
DWBA 8.1% 8.1%
Multistep effects 3.0% 3.0%

Total 13.6% 11.2%

-
r
y
s

FIG. 12. Time-line compilation of experimental results report
for S17(0) identified using first author’s names in chronologic
order: Kavanagh@38#, Parker@2#, Kavanagh@3#, Vaughn@4#, Filip-
pone @5#, Motobayashi@13#, Kikuchi @14#, Hammache@6#, Iwasa
@15#, Azhari @21,22#, Hass@7#, and present result. The shaded r
gion represents the current adopted range forS17(0) @12#.
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VIII. CONCLUSIONS

The asymptotic normalization coefficient for the virtu
transition 7Be1p↔8B was measured from the proton tran
fer reactions10B(7Be,8B)9Be and14N(7Be,8B)13C and used
to extract the astrophysicalS17(0) factor in previous publi-
cations @21,22#. These results were reanalyzed in light
recent experimental results and refinements in the opti
model analysis and DWBA calculations.

In the original analysis of the10B(7Be,8B)9Be reaction,
the choice of optical-model potentials used to calculate
ANC for the capture reaction9Be1p→10B was obtained by
a weighted average@24#. However, this choice has sinc
been narrowed down to only one potential@23#. Also, a more
in-depth analysis of uncertainties due to DWBA calculatio
allowed a reduction in this uncertainty. Incorporating the
new findings into the calculations for the10B(7Be,8B)9Be
reaction yields a new value ofS17(0)518.462.5 eV b. This
corresponds to a 3.4% increase in the value of theS factor,
while the uncertainty has been reduced from 15.7%
13.6%.
,
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The ANC for the 13C1p→14N reaction has been mea
sured in a recent study and folded with a previous meas
ment to obtain a weighted average@33#. Incorporating this
result into the analysis of the14N(7Be,8B)13C reaction re-
sulted in an increase of 1.8% in the measured value ofS17(0)
and a reduction of its uncertainty. This new result, alo
with the reduction in uncertainty from the DWBA calcula
tions, were included to obtainS17(0)516.961.9 eV b for
the 14N(7Be,8B)13C reaction.

An analysis of correlations in the uncertainties due to
DWBA analysis was performed in order to obtain a weight
average for the two values ofS17(0) presented above. Incor
porating the 100% correlation within the DWBA uncertai
ties into the weighted average givesS17(0)517.361.8 eV b.
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